A relationship between tolerance to dehydration of rice cell lines and ability for ABA synthesis under stress.
Plant dehydration is commonly caused by some adverse environmental conditions such as salinity, drought and freezing. As the plant hormone abscisic acid (ABA) is involved in responses to water stress, we studied its putative relationship with the degree of tolerance to these abiotic stresses. For this purpose we used cell lines that had been established from mature embryos of rice (Oryza sativa L, cvs. Bahia and Bomba), and selected by their high (L-T) or low (L-S) levels of tolerance to each type of stress. Tolerance of rice calli to either osmotic, saline, or freezing stress was generally improved by a previous treatment with ABA. This ABA effect was evident in those callus lines with low tolerance (L-S), as their ability to recover from stress increased up to three fold. Independent of the cultivar used, there were no significant differences in the endogenous ABA contents between untreated L-T and L-S lines. However, upon stress, the increase in endogenous ABA was higher in L-T than in L-S lines. These results, together with those obtained by using Fluridone, an inhibitor of ABA synthesis, show that differences in the level of cell tolerance to osmotic, saline and freezing stress are related to their different capacity of ABA synthesis under stress conditions.